Image enhancement improves reading performance in age-related macular degeneration patients.
We wanted to determine whether the 2- to 4-fold increases in reading speed found for patients with age-related macular degeneration (ARMD) when reading filtered text, presented one word at a time in the middle of the display would also be found when filtered text was scrolled across the screen. Reading speeds for filtered text that compensates for an observer's reduced contrast sensitivity function (CSF) were compared with the reading speeds for unfiltered text, when continuous, non-repeating text was scrolled across the display. The reading speeds of the ARMD observers tested were 1.7-4.5-times faster when reading filtered text, than when reading unfiltered text that was scrolled across the screen. The largest increments, over a 4-fold increase, were obtained in those subjects with the lowest unfiltered reading rates and the greatest loss of central vision. This study illustrates the usefulness of individualized text filtering for image enhancement in digitally based viewing devices to provide low vision remediation.